Graduate School Abroad

Wish you studied abroad during your undergraduate years? Studied abroad and want to go again? Pursuing a graduate degree abroad might be the answer! Other reasons to pursue a graduate degree abroad:

- Many graduate programs outside of the U.S. cost less
- Employers constantly seek new hires with international experience and exposure
- The application process is streamlined, and you wouldn't have to take the GREs, GMATs, or other standardized exams
- Most programs are recognized by the U.S. (except for some professional programs including Medical, Law, and Psychology)
- You can still apply for financial aid with many schools!

**Researching Graduate School:**
There are a number of great search engines to search for schools and programs abroad. Here is a couple:

- GradSchool.com's international search
- Study Abroad's graduate program index

**Financial Aid:**
If the school you are applying for holds a Title IV status, you can apply for U.S. federal financial aid through FAFSA! To find out if your school holds that status, check FAFSA’s school code search. Make sure you fill out your financial information on FAFSA’s web site so that you can apply for aid if your school does qualify.

**VISA Information:**
After you are accepted into an international school, that school will send you VISA information. You'll want to file for a Student Visa, not a Tourist Visa. Each school should have an office for international students to answer any questions you may have.